
S U M M A R Y   R E P O R T  FORM

from an MEF   and  /or BMC SUPPORTED  EXPEDITION

Support for an expedition is offered on condition that you submit detailed reports to the MEF and/or BMC.
To assist in fulfilling this commitment, it is requested that you fill in this form and return (preferably by E-
mail) to the secretary (ies) of the organisation(s)  within four weeks of return from the expedition.  Please
expand/contract the spaces in this form as required. Include or attach at least one good digital photo of your
main route, with the line of your route marked.

1 - Name of Expedition: QUBMC Kaindy Expedition

2 - Expedition Leader/Organiser:
    Owen Largey  Address: 7 Harleston St, Belfast, BT9 5FS

 

     Preferred telephone number(s):
Home: None                        Work:N/A                          Mobile: 07770454093         

   
       e-mail address: olargey@hotmail.com

3 - MEF reference:  MEF ref 16-21                                              BMC reference: None

4 - Country/Region: Kyrgyzstan, Tien Shan, Kaindy Valley 

5 - Names of all expedition members, indicating leader, climbing members, and support:

Owen Largey - Climbing member & Leader
Stephen Rooney - Climbing member & Medical Officer
Michael Campbell- Climbing member and Technical Advisor
Kevin Cheung- Climbing member 
Thomas O’Hagen- Climbing member
Matthew Boyd - Climbing member
Kora Przybyzewska- Climbing member
Aleksey Zholobenko - Climbing member 
Vladimir Zholobenko- Climbing member

6 - Original objective(s) of expedition – mountaineering / scientific / medical, include location of objective
(or study area) with indication of special points of interest (e.g. ‘first ascent of NW Ridge’) and heights of
peaks:

The aim of the expedition was to ascend unclimbed peaks and set new routes from the basin of the Kaindy
Glacier. This valley runs parallel to the south of the Inilchik Glacier in the central Tien Shan. Our actual
basecamp ended up very close to the one we had planned (located at  42° 5'23.46"N,  79°41'25.11"E.)
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There had been a small number of previous expeditions to this area but there were still plenty of potential
objectives from which to choose. We were aware that mountaineering in this region is a serious undertaking
due to the remoteness and somewhat unpredictable conditions of the central Tien Shan. We wanted to adopt a
careful approach and make ascents only where and when it was possible to do so reasonably safely.

As stated in our application

“we intend to explore the unclimbed peaks in the lower southern sector for acclimatisation and subsequently
attempt the unexplored south aspects of the peaks in the central northern sector if it is deemed safe. We
believe that the advantage of selecting this area for the expedition is that the large number of targets allows
us to pick objectives on the spot depending on conditions of both mountains and climbers.”

As was emphasised in our funding application, the objectives in this area could not be picked out until the
expedition  arrived  on  the  scene  and  we  made  an  assessment.  There  were  however  two  examples  of
mountains  that  we  had  picked  out  and  hoped  to  attempt.  In  the  end  neither  of  these  mountains  were
attempted due to their hazardous conditions and the availability of more suitable lines.

Peak “Four Top” aka P.5469 (still unclimbed)



This pointy peak, labelled as “attempted peak” (Still unclimbed).

Snow conditions prevented a successful ascent by Hudson's party, it is quite possible that under the right
snow conditions, it would become feasible. We did not have such conditions during our trip.



7 - Overall dates of expedition (e.g. ‘March-June 2015’), showing time spent on approach, climbing, and
return:

Overall duration: 29th of July to the 31st of August 2016

Date Activity

29th July  Leaving Belfast

30th  July  Arrival in Bishkek 

31st  July Shopping, retrieving lost luggage and final Preparations

1st  August Travel to Karakol

2nd  August 3AM truck to Maydaadyr and helicopter to basecamp

3rd August Walking down glacier to look for lines. Storm in the evening

4th August Snowing all morning. Clearing up in evening.

5th August Heavy snow most  of  the  day.  All  members  tent  bound.  Sat  phone  tested  and
working.

6th August. Raining and snowing heavily most of the day.

7th August Sunny day. Groups walking to explore the glaciers

8th August Various groups walking in to higher camps to attempt peaks

9th August Merzbacher glacier-  Owen, Conor & Thomas reach Col at  top of Merzbacher.
Kora stays at high camp. 

10th August Glacier 5- Michael and Rooney attempt peak 5001m but back off due to avalanche
risk. High point on Ridge immediately south of basecamp reached by Thomas and
Owen.

11th August Bad weather. Rest day for most.

12th August Bad weather

13th August Thomas, Owen, Michael, Rooney & Alek walk up Merzbacher to establish high
camp. 

14th August Conditions unsuitable in Merzbacher glacier for summit attempt. Owen, Thomas
and Alek walk up and down the glacier and inspect the route. Some precipitation
and a considerable lightening storm during the late evening/night.

15th August Successful  summit  day  on  Peak  Oskal  (1st ascent  for  Alek,  Thomas,  Owen,
Rooney and Michael)

16th August Alek and Thomas attempt Peak 5061m. Large serac avalanche at 830AM. The
powder from this wipes out our high camp.

17th August Rest day for most

18th August Heavy snow fall. Second rest day.

19th August Various groups walking in to higher camps to attempt peaks



20th August Various groups walking in or sleeping at higher camps preparing to attempt peaks

21st August Vlad and Kev attempt Peak 5061. Back off due to dangerous seracs. They retreat
and climb Peak Oskal (second ascent).

22nd August Owen and Rooney attempt Peak “Sitting Lady”. Back off 150m  from the summit.
Alek attempts to solo Peak Dom but retreats.

23rd August Rest day for most. Alek did not attempt Peak Dom due to concerns over fresh
snow.

24th August Attempt on Peak Svyatoye Mesto called off due to conditions.

25th August Conor, Alek, Matt, Thomas & Kora climb Peak Svyatoye Mesto (first ascent)

Helicopter  used  to  fly  out  of  glacier  early  due  to  stormy  forecast.  Truck  to
Karakol.

26th August Stay in Karakol

27th August Stay in Karakol

28th August Stay in Biskek

29th August Stay in Biskek

30th August Early morning flights out of Biskek.

31st August Arrival back in Belfast



8 - Give the following details for each route climbed or attempted:
      Name of mountain/crag, altitude, estimated route length, dates, grade, style (eg alpine,  
      fixed rope), whether first ascent, successful or not, high point reached, reason for retreat (if 
      applicable), weather conditions, and names of climbers:

We generally had reasonably good weather for much of the trip but encountered very poor snow conditions
which lead to numerous abandoned attempts in the face of considerable avalanche risk. Despite this we
managed to successfully ascend two major peaks (Peak Oskal and Peak Svyatoye Mesto) and reached half a
dozen high points on other peaks and faces as detailed below.

Peak Oskal (оскал), West Face 
4870m, 400m, Grade- AD Alpine Style, Successful First Ascent, Weather Clear.
Location-  42° 4'23.26"N,  79°41'53.49"E

Description-  From the  Kaindy glacier  ascend the  Merzbacher  glacier  for  approx 3.5km.  The  glacier  is
reasonably safe until this point and is suitable for a high camp (42° 2'39.07"N,  79°40'11.82"E). Camp in the
middle of the glacier as large avalanches can threaten from the Eastern side. Walking South East towards
Peak Oskal tend slightly to the right of the glacier to avoid the larger crevasses. Ascend the middle of the
west face trending leftwards between exposed rocks. Teams can move together digging into the snowy face
to place occasional screws. After two hundred and fifty meters trend slightly rightwards to gain the ridge at a
reasonable angle (on this route the face is never more than 55 degrees). Ascend the ridge to the domed
summit keeping a healthy distance between you and the eastern cornices. To retreat simply follow steps back
down the ridge and abseil down the face (x5 60m abseils should clear the bergschrund.)

Peak Oskal West Face

09/08/16- Initially attempted by Conor, Owen & Thomas. Retreat from bottom of face due to high avalanche
risk. Snow slopes looking loaded and hazardous.
15/08/16- Alek, Thomas & Owen (1st rope), Rooney & Michael (2nd rope). Successful first ascent. Good
weather. Less snow on the face. The walkin over the glacier featured poor snow conditions. Many holes and
perpetually falling in as far as the waist. 
21/08/16- Vlad & Kevin. Successful second ascent. Similar conditions to first ascent.



Peak Svyatoye Mesto (святое место), North West Ridge
4658m, 700m, Grade- PD Alpine Style, Successful First Ascent, Weather fine but cloudy
Location-  42° 4'23.26"N,  79°41'53.49"E

Description-Cross from Kaindy glacier onto scree slopes on the NW flank of the peak, to the W of the glacier
flowing South to North down the same flank of the peak to meet the Kaindy glacier. Climb stable scree to
reach a large headwall of ice (formed by the tongue of the glacier) which is turned on the right by descending
into and crossing a small gully with easy-angled ice until a plateau is reached. At the south end of the plateau
a snow slope of 35 degrees is used to gain a broad ridge. This can be climbed along the crest or down on the
right hand (SW) side above rock on the right. The ridge is easy angled for the majority of its length but
steepening to a 45 degree face for the last 70m.
The summit is the first of a series of pinnacles forming at greater ridge feature to an unclimbed peak to the
South.

Notes: The lower half of the route may present a modest danger of rockfall on the scree slope. The crest of
the snowy ridge is part of a glacier, we do not believe that there is much in the way of crevasses on the crest,
but care should be taken. When gaining the summit care should be taken as depending on conditions and
exact route taken, there may be rotten rock or cornices.

25/08/16- Conor (solo), Thomas & Kora (one rope), Alek & Matt (one rope). Successful first ascent.

Looking back at Peak Svyatoye Mesto



High Points and Routes
North East Shoulder of Ridge, East of Przhevaiski Glacier
Location  42° 4'50.05"N,  79°42'4.21"E
09/08/16- High point reached by Owen and Thomas. Very poor snow conditions. Perpetual sinking up to the
waist. Reached a high point on the ridge and further climbing (swimming) would have been ill advised.

Route up to high point 4350m

High point on West face of Peak 5001m via Glacier Bay 5, 
10/08/16- Attempted by Rooney and Michael. Very poor snow conditions and objective danger. Climbers
eventually retreat.



High Point on East Ridge of Peak 5061 at the top of the Merzbacher glacier
Location  42° 1'49.61"N,  79°39'55.47"E
16/08/16- Attempted by Alek and Thomas. Concerns over the conditions of the ridge led to a decision to
retreat. 

Photo taken during the attempt. Climbers approx at their high point.

Photo taken half an hour later during large avalanche.



High Point on East Face, approx half way up Merzbacher Glacier
Location  42° 2'42.32"N,  79°39'32.66"E
22/08/16- High point reached by Alek, Conor and Matt. Ice climbing until heavy barrage of ice and rock
forced a retreat.

High Point on South Face of Peak “Sitting Lady”
Location  42° 6'14.01"N,  79°45'53.23"E
22/08/16- Attempt by Kevin and Kora. Heavy snow and rock fall. Rock fall cutting ropes. Retreat after 6
pitches of the traverse.
08/16- High point reached by Owen and Rooney. Soloed most of the route. Pitching of the upper slabs. Only
150m from summit forced to retreat. Running into a succession of dead end slabs and unprotectable steep
choss. Peak finishes with steep tower.



High Point on West Ridge of Peak Dom 
Location 42° 3'57.11"N,  79°44'46.19"E 
22/08/16 Alek solos up to 4800m before backing off due to snow conditions. On a return visit the next day a
heavy snow fall and whiteout conditions end his attempts on the mountain. 

High Point on South Ridge of Peak 5000
Location 42° 5'57.64"N,  79°41'59.90"E

Route description: The team planned to gain the rocky SE ridge by the rock face (S face), and continue
through mixed ground to the summit. The team scrambled up steep scree to the base of the rock, where,
following five pitches of rock of various quality (up to UIAA IV), the ridge was gained. The ridge was sharp,
with sparse protection. This factor, together with advancing time and weather, meant that a decision to retreat
was taken. The team would have benefited greatly had they brought rock shoes. On the descent, a relatively
new loop of abseil tat was found, evidence that the peak had been attempted by another team, most likely in
the last couple of years. 

25th August 2016 – Team Fly out of Kaindy Glacier



9 - Any other relevant comments (permits, liaison officer, etc):

Permits were co-ordinated through the ITMC. We had no difficulty in obtaining access to the border zone.

10 - Expected date of submission of Final Report:

Submission before 12th Nov 2016.

                                                                                                       
                                                             MEF-Z (2016) 
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